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Abstract 

Process planning is a critical gap between design and manufacturing. Process planning accepts the design information of 
mechanical part such as dimensions, tolerances, geometry etc. and converts it into orderly manufacturing steps. This paper 
explains the development of an architecture for rule based setup planning for prismatic parts on 3-axis and 4-axis milling 
machines and implemented its prototype. The rule based setup planning system ‘RB-SPS’ generates the minimum number of 
setups for a given prismatic parts on 3 and 4-axis milling machines using heuristic approach. Following steps are involved in 
setup planning - Feature and Process clustering, Setup formation, Operation sequencing and Setup sequencing. Rules are 
successfully executed to accomplish those tasks to generate feasible setup plan. The prototype is integrated with the IMPlanner 
system and GUI has been developed for monitoring the steps for setups generation. The GUI provides the necessary functionality 
for the user to navigate the system. The developed RB-SPS system has been tested on real mechanical prismatic parts and 
successful results are achieved.  
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1. Introduction 

Setup planning is an important part of the process planning. Traditional process planning was without aid of 
computers and therefore it was time consuming. Since the CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning) significantly 
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reduces the lead time from design to manufacture the product, CAPP was developed to quickly respond to dynamic 
changes as well as for mass production. Setup planning is the process to determine the features to be machined in 
specific setups considering tolerances and feature precedence as criteria. This paper demonstrates the setup planning 
for 3 axis and 4 axis milling machines by performing following steps: feature clustering based on tool approach 
directions, setup formation based on critical tolerance relationships, operation and setup sequencing based on 
precedence relation among features. The proposed setup planning has been integrated to IMPlanner system and GUI 
has developed to control and monitor the process. Paper then shows the case study, satisfactory results and 
concludes the paper. 

2. Literature review 

In the last three decades, many approaches have been proposed for setup planning such as knowledge based, 
genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization, graph-theoretic, group technology etc. 

Expert system and fuzzy set theory were used in [1] to solve setup planning problems. The authors choose rule 
based approach which is an expert system to understand and implement easily. To consider uncertainties such as 
feature precedence relation, datum selection during setup planning, fuzzy set theory has been used by them. 

Neerukonda developed A framework for setup planning and used object oriented approach to minimize the 
number of setups was developed by . He considers only geometry data of the part and tool orientation for clustering 
operations in single setup followed by sequence the operations within the setup. His thesis research doesn't consider 
tolerance analysis for setup planning. 

Sun et al[2]proposed new directed graph approach for setup planning. The paper focuses to avoid the critical 
problem which is precedence cycle between setups in setup planning. To overcome this problem the paper shows 
the generation of the SPG (setup precedence graph) to describe precedence constraint between setups. The paper 
uses vertex cluster algorithm and checks whether two serial vertex clusters can generate a cycle followed by 
operation sequencing in setup for minimum tool changes and then setup sequencing for optimal setup plans. 

Kumar et.al [3] aims to get optimal setup plan using genetic algorithm approach. The paper reconstructs the GA 
as the method of representing an operation to be a distinct real number. Chromosomes which are the operation 
sequences have tendency to loose due to randomness of GA. Therefore to minimize losses, paper uses elitist model 
for selection of chromosomes. The methodology proposed in the paper doesn't consider the objective functions of 
setup planning such as machining time and cost. 

Sormaz and Khoshenevis [4] consider process sequencing instead of feature sequencing since there are 
constraints such as geometrical, technical and economical imposed by design and manufacturing practice. Process 
sequencing is done in two stages. In first stage process clustering is done based on tool orientation for each 
processes associated with the features. Features who have same tool orientations are clustered together in same 
setup. In second stage, process sequencing is done by the best-first search method is implemented to get optimal 
process sequence. 

In recent years few papers addressed the issues of process sequencing and setups. Cai et al [5]  present an 
algorithm for integration of process planning and scheduling by setup planning. Proposed GA algorithm generates 
setup plans for dynamic shop floor conditions of 3-axis mills, by using feature relations, but not tolerance data. 
Another paper [6] discusses sequencing through reachability matrix. However, according to a recent review [7] 
“CAPP research will continue not only for the unsolved issues but also for the complex and intriguing nature of the 
problems that never failed to fascinate and challenge researchers”, and definitely tighter integration of setup 
planning issues into mainstream CAPP applications is one of these challenges, which is addressed in this paper. 

3. Setup Planning Architecture and Framework 

This section shows the framework that was used to develop setup planning and sequencing module for 3 axis and 
4 axis milling machines. The integration of IMPlanner system and rule based setup planning has been shown. Both, 
the overall MPlanner system and Rule-based Setup Planning and Sequencing (RB-SPS) module and implemented 
prototypes are supported by user interfaces (GUI). 
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